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NeW JOINeRs

this september, it was a 
pleasure to welcome the 
following new members of 
staff to psuad:

acaDeMIc yeaR suMMaRy

this year, in order to help 
new students start their 
studies in the best of 
conditions and to refresh 
their memories after the 
break (for l2 and l3), 
paris-sorbonne university 
abu dhabi professors 
provided two weeks of 
methodology training 
(Foundation weeks).

For each of their academic fields, professors 
explained the foundations of the discipline 
and revisited the acquired knowledge and 
methods with older students who are 
starting their studies at the same time.

Following the methodology training, all 
students were well prepared to start the 
academic year.

the main objective of the student affairs 
department is to ensure a very smooth 
transition through the “Bienvenue” program, 
organized for new students and their parents 
during orientation week. a 10-day program 
was tailored to make all new students feel 
at home whether on campus or in 
their dormitories.

starting with their arrival, students were 
greeted at abu dhabi international airport, 
which was followed with various planned 
entertainment activities and informative 
presentations that provides international 
students with a better understanding of the 
history, culture and people of the uae.

additionally, campus and library tours were 
conducted by faculty members and current 
students to introduce new students to the 
many services available on campus.
 
Faculty members were involved in the 
different activities offered to students during 
the orientation program. the tour of abu 
dhabi, sheikh Zayed grand mosque, Qasr al 
hosn, manarat al saadyat, dubai museum, 

on 1st september, the department of 
executive education organised this year’s 
orientation day for masters students. 
presentations were made by distinguished 
speaker including the directors of paris-
sorbonne university (paris), professors and 
graduate students.

in addition to general topics related to higher 
education, the orientation day provided 
masters students essential information to 
ensure their success in their respective area 
of study.

in his welcome address, Vice-Chancellor, 
eric Fouache of paris-sorbonne university 
abu dhabi highlighted the university as a 
modern, multidisciplinary, multicultural and 
dynamic environment where everything 
comes together to offer students a unique 
opportunity to develop their intellectual 
abilities and cultural understanding to 
succeed in their careers.

dr. François xavier Romanacce, deputy 
Vice-Chancellor for academic affairs 
highlighted the unique qualities of the 
French education system and the 
european Credit transfer system.

new students were informed about the 
importance of using the library facilities 
at psuad as well as their well-being 
by partaking in sports activities and 
programmes offered by the university.

the briefing highlighted the main differences 
between being an undergraduate students 
and a graduate student.

“we know that you are here because you 
are ambitious! You are about to embark on 
a second round intensive curriculum, your 
evenings and weekends will not be the same” 
said michele anbar, head of department for 
masters programmes while giving tips to 
new students including:

•	 Be	proactive	and	take	responsibility	for	
 your own experience
•	 Develop	positive	relationships	with	faculty	
 and fellow students
•	 Know	the	requirements	and	deadlines	of	
 your program including lessons, 
 homework, exams and your thesis
•	 Adopt	a	professional	approach	for	your	
 studies and interactions
•	 Maintain	a	healthy	balance	of	work	and	
 leisure

the orientation day programme also 
included a question and answer session, 
followed by a small reception. a guide for 
master students including basic information 
and the university’s policies was also 
distributed with many good wishes for a 
successful year. 

spice souk and dubai Creek tours were 
hosted by some of the faculty and qualified 
guides. students enjoyed these visits and 
look forward to more organized events of a 
similar nature in the future.
 
this year's campus activities were successful 
and most achieved an average of 90 new 
students, not to mention the talents 
discovered during the karaoke party! overall, 
we were impressed by the positive energy of 
our students this year.

wishing everyone 
a successful academic year!

ReWIND
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auDIteuRs lIBRes

paris-sorbonne university 
abu dhabi has recently opened 
some of our courses to the 
general public for a reduced 
charge. Courses are available in: 
archeology and history of art, 
French, law and economics, 
history, philosophy and 
sociology and physics. For 
further information, 
please contact:

archeology and history of art
Mme I. Périssé 
ingrid.perisse@psuad.ac.ae 

French
M. V. Rambaud 
Vital.Rambaud@psuad.ac.ae 

law and economics
M. c. chêne 
Christian.Chene@psuad.ac.ae 

history
M. y. Rodier 
Yann.Rodier@psuad.ac.ae 

Philosophy and sociology
M. a. schnell 
alexander.schnell@psuad.ac.ae

geography and Planning 
M. R. Ragala
Rachid.Ragala@psuad.ac.ae

Physics
Mme V. le guyon 
Valerie.leguyon@psuad.ac.ae

cONFReMO
1st to 3rd november

uNDeR the PatRONage 
OF hIs excelleNcy sheIkh 
NahayaN MaBaRak 
al NahayaN

on the 1st november, paris-
sorbonne university abu dhabi 
will host the 8th ConFRemo 
Conference for the first time in 
the uae. established in 2007 by 
the agence universitaire de la 
Francophonie (auF), ConFRemo 
is a regional non-governmental 
organization that brings together 
rectors and university presidents 
of francophone universities in 
the middle east to discuss ways 
to strengthen excellence and 
performance in the areas of 
governance, education 
and research.
 
this event marks a significant 
milestone for abu dhabi as the 
city aims to become the heart 
of education and culture in the 
uae in line with the abu dhabi 
vision 2030. it is also a very 
good opportunity to emphasize 
the diversity of the higher 
educational platform available in 
abu dhabi that is opened to the 
francophone education with the 
presence of the paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi. 

Flag Day
3rd november

in 2013, uae Vice president, 
prime minister and Ruler of 
dubai his highness sheikh 
mohammed bin Rashid al 
maktoum announced the launch 
of a nation-wide campaign to 
celebrate Flag day; an occasion 
that coincides with the day 
his highness sheikh khalifa 
bin Zayed al nahyan became 
president of the uae.

44th uae NatIONal Day
2nd december

national day (arabic: اليوم الوطني ; 
Yawm al watani) is celebrated 
on december 2 each year in the 
united arab emirates. it marks 
the uae's formal nationalisation 
from the British protectorate 
treaties which ended on 
december 1, 1971 and the 
eventual, feaderal unification 
of the seven emirates in 1971 
which combined to form the 
modern-day country.

“spirit of the union will remain 
the official theme for the uae’s 
upcoming 44th national day 
celebrations on december 
2” announced by hh sheikh 
nahyan Bin mubarak, minister of 
Culture, Youth and Community 
development and Chairman of 
the higher national Committee 
of the uae’s 44th national day.

MaRtyRs Day
30th november

the president, his highness 
shaikh khalifa bin Zayed al 
nahyan, has announced that the 
30th of november every year 
will be a national holiday known 
as martyr's day. the day will be 
a tribute to the sacrifices made 
by the nation's martyrs and its 
loyal people, who’ve offered their 
lives to keep the uae flag flying 
while they were performing 
their duties within and outside 
the uae, in civilian, military and 
humanitarian fields. 

“We INVIte eVeRyONe tO 
shOW sOlIDaRIty WIth 
OuR aRMeD FORces, 
aND cOhesION WIth the 
leaDeRshIP By RaIsINg the 
uae Flag ON OuR hOMes, 
OuR FaRMs aND OuR 
INstItutIONs aND acROss 
OuR cOuNtRy. We ask allah 
tO accePt OuR MaRtyRs 
aND gRaNt VIctORy tO OuR 
tROOPs aND OuR cOuNtRy 
WhIle PReseRVe aND 
PeRPetuate the gOODNess 
aND staBIlIty tO OuR 
RegION.”

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Rashid Al Maktoum

gRaDuatION Day, 2015
15th november

under the patronage and 
presence of he sheikh nahyan 
bin mubarak al nahyan, minister 
of Culture, Youth & Community 
development paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi will be 
hosting their 6th graduation 
ceremony, which includes 
more than 250 graduates. 
Beside graduates, graduates’ 
relatives and friends, eminent 
personalities from the French 
and uae governments, business 
communities, management 
Council members, “les amis de 
la sorbonne” representatives, 
members of the media and 
the paris-sorbonne university 
academic and administrative 
team will attend the 
official ceremony.
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06
Cooking Class (local Chef)

07
Conference: Cies marketing and sponsorship
location: amphitheatre Richelieu, paris-
sorbonne university abu dhabi
time: 5:00pm

workshop: “how to make Your elevator 
pitch”

08
opera screening
location: auditorium, paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi
time: 8:00pm

dinner and Cycling
location: abu dhabi Corniche

09
lecture: “migrants from Fathers to sons – 
Yemenis in the indian ocean and the gulf”
location: amphitheatre Robert de sorbon, 
paris-sorbonne university abu dhabi
time: 6:00pm to 7:30pm

10
human Rights day
location: auditorium, paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi

11
outdoor Climbing
location: al ain

noVemBeR

DON't
MIss Out
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01
ConFRemo
locations: auditorium, paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi (1st), amphitheatre 
Robert de sorbon, paris-sorbonne university 
abu dhabi (2nd) and al ain (3rd)
time: 9:30am (1st to 2nd), 7:30am (3rd)

les majlis littéraires: l’esprit français with 
patrick dandrey
location: library, paris-sorbonne university 
abu dhabi
time: 6:30pm to 8:00pm

03 
Research seminar: social and economic 
issues in gCC Countries
location: Room 2.007, paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi
time: 5:30pm to 7:00pm

opera screening: Festival d'aix-en-provence 
- la Flûte enchantée
location: auditorium, paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi
time: 8:00pm

halloween party
location: Cafeteria

uae Flag day (tBC)

04
painting exhibition launch (local artists)

lecture: "Contributions of numismatic and 
epigraphy in the medieval arab world" 
location: amphitheatre Robert de sorbon, 
paris-sorbonne university abu dhabi
time: 6:00pm to 7:30pm

05
workshop: humanitarian assistance to 
Refugees

07
paris-sorbonne university abu dhabi tennis 
tournament

08
workshop: Career options and professions

11 
diwali Celebrations
location: Cafeteria

lecture: “the uae as a strategic touristic hub 
from the world to emerging destinations”
location: amphitheatre Robert de sorbon, 
paris-sorbonne university abu dhabi
time: 6:00pm to 7:30pm

12 
Rehearsals: graduation Ceremony
location: auditorium, paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi

euro Roma invitational inter universities 
tournament
location: Rome, italy

15 
graduation Ceremony and gala dinner
location: auditorium, paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi
time: 5:30pm

16 
opening Ceremony: 2nd edition of the sport 
management program

17
sports Conference (Cies)
location: amphitheatre Richelieu, 
paris-sorbonne university abu dhabi
time: 5:00pm

Cooking workshop

18
lecture: “the Crown of the east: Chinese 
perspectives on the world”
location: amphitheatre Robert de sorbon, 
paris-sorbonne university abu dhabi
time: 6:00pm to 7:30pm

19 
world philosophy day

22 
movie and game night, and dinner

24 
Conference: employer’s perspectives on 
graduate Recruitment

Ciné Club
location: amphitheatre Richelieu, 
paris-sorbonne university abu dhabi
time: 6:30pm

Research seminar: “social and economic 
issues in the gCC”
location: Room 2.007, paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi
time: 5:30pm to 7:00pm

25 
national day Celebrations

deCemBeR
all Month
local artists exhibition (designers and 
photographers)
location: atrium, paris-sorbonne university 
abu dhabi

02
uae national day
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13
les majlis littéraires: le prix goncourt 2015
location: library, paris-sorbonne university 
abu dhabi
time: 6:30pm to 8:00pm

15
poetic evening
location: amphitheatre Robert de sorbon, 
paris-sorbonne university abu dhabi
time: 7:00pm

17
student Cinema Club

18
winter Break

24
prophet’s Birthday

25
Christmas day

graduation Ceremony and gala dinner
15th noVemBeR



so, Ingrid, what's your story? 
tell us about yourself

i grew up in a beautiful area in France, the 
arcachon basin, on the atlantic coast in the 
south west of France. when i was studying 
archeology and history of art, i spent a year 
in athens, greece, then in lebanon where i 
worked on my phd thesis, which was about 
roman sanctuaries in the mountains in 
lebanon (mount lebanon, anti lebanon and 
hermon). 

Why did this type of work interest you, and 
how did you get started? 

i have been passionate about archeology 
since i was 8 years old, i wanted to have 
a career in it since i was a child. it's a real 
childhood passion that i was able to translate 
into reality, but it took hard work and 
perseverance.

What things did you do before you entered 
this occupation?

i taught several years in France, paris and 
Bordeaux. i got a postdoctoral position at 
the CnRs in lyon then another position in 
the german institute of archeology in Berlin, 
germany. 

What jobs and experiences have led you to 
your present position?

i was lucky to participate in excavations in 
several countries of the mediterranean and 
the near east, on the delos island (greece), in 
syria (afamia, palmyra), in lebanon (Chhim, 

Baalbek) etc. and i also had the chance to 
teach history of art and archeology, as well as 
ancient history, from start of my phd thesis. 
then, i discovered that i enjoyed research 
and work in the field as much as i enjoyed 
transferring knowledge to students.
at the beginning of my thesis, i found myself 
made 'field director' of excavations in Chhim 
and head of studies (excavation, analyses, 
publication) of the ancient sanctuary.

Which project or accomplishment are you 
most proud of?

without any doubt, the results of the many 
excavation missions i undertook in Chhim, 
since 1999. even this year, the mission 
lead to beautiful discoveries and today 
it's the only ancient sanctuary that was 
excavated systematically over many years 
in the country, which could consequently 
lead to specific answers and unprecedented 
knowledge about unknown aspects of 
religious life in antiquity in this part of the 
mediterranean. also, seeing my old students, 
that i trained in the field or at the university, 
take on positions with many responsibilities 
in fields like heritage, antiques or archeology.

What part of this job do you personally find 
most satisfying? Most challenging?

accompanying students to discover history 
of art and archeology as a discipline in and 
of themselves with real career possibilities 
namely in this country going through a real 
cultural growth. to introduce them to new 
knowledge. it's even more amazing when you 
see students complete the Fle and succeed, 

thanks to their work, to master a wide array 
of knowledge in this discipline in a language 
that was previously foreign to them. 

What attracted you to PsuaD?

having worked in the near east for a 
number of years, i wanted to discover and 
experience the arabian peninsula, this 
mix of tradition and great modernity that 
makes this country unique of its kind in the 
world. multiculturalism and the multiple 
nationalities represented in psuad also 
made me curious and gave me a strong 
desire to explore it.

Do you recommend any good reads, yours 
included?

history of art by h. gombrich, to get 
introduced to this discipline and measure 
its wealth and complexity. But as an 
archeologist, agatha Christie's book "the 
novelist and the archaeologist" where she 
relates her experience in mesopotamia, that 
inspired three of her thrillers.
my archeological guide to lebanon 
(archeological promenade. lebanon from 
prehistory to antiquity) for those who 
want to (re)discover the thousand and one 
archeological riches of this country.

tell us about your experience with khalid 
assad.

i met mr. assad several times, as part of the 
French archeological mission in palmyra, 
when i was still a phd student. i remember 
conversations in his office in the museum, 

where he regularly met with us as soon as 
we arrived, but also on the margin of polls, 
to share a hypothesis, an interpretation of 
strata etc…a dignified and simple man, with 
great knowledge that he never boasted.

What other opportunities can you get with 
the same Master’s?

the museum studies masters? it can 
open many doors to jobs that require solid 
museum qualifications in museums, galleries 
and cultural institutions. it's the only one of 
its kind delivered at present in the uae.

how do you feel about your job?

Completely at par with the training and 
experience i have had so far: i like the 
dynamical aspect of my role as head of the 
department, the contact with students, 
colleagues from other disciplines that open 
my mind to new horizons, and the contact 
i undertake as part of my role with other 
cultural organizations in the country.

so, what do you do for fun?

Family, the kids. and i travel every time i 
get the chance, to discover more and more 
(curiosity and more curiosity, always+!)

What do you read?

arabian sands by w. theziger, in english, to 
understand what this country looked like 
before the oil revolution, where the emirati 
come from, from the words of a man who so 
loved this country.

What are the major qualifications for 
success in this occupation?

to become a good student in aha? First and 
foremost, curiosity, always. a good dosage of 
work, a lot of passion and perseverance.

What special advice do you have for a 
student seeking to qualify for this Master’s 
programme?

to come to it out of passion, motivation and 
with a lot of dynamism, for the program is 
intense, and to show a real love of museums 
and art, they are about to delve into this 
world over a period of two years.

If we're sitting here a year from now 
celebrating what a great year it's been 
for you in this role, what would be that 
achievement?

to have many students who are happy to be 
part of this discipline and have a head filled 
with knowledge and projects that will give 
them the needed push into their professional 
future.

Ingrid Périssé–Valéro 

Archeology is a real childhood 
passion that I was able to 
translate into reality, but it took 
hard work and perseverance.

head of Department 
history of art & archaeology Department

0908



Why did you pick Paris-
sorbonne university abu Dhabi?

honestly, i picked psuad 
because my mom is French 
educated and she really 
encouraged me to enroll here. it 
was the best choice for me since 
i would be close to my family, i 
would be doing something that 
i was truly passionate about 
(both languages and business) 
and it’s the sorbonne, something 
that’s been implanted in my mind 
since childhood as the most 
prestigious university there is.

tell us about your 
experience here.

my experience here has been 
wonderful; sure there have 
been ups and downs but that 
doesn’t change anything. Being 
here is one of the best things 
that has ever happened to me; 
i made friends who taught me 
what friendship really was, i 
tried things that were out of my 
comfort zone which helped me 
grow, i took risk and it definitely 
payed off. psuad has taught me 
so many things and it made me 
into who i am today.

What was your favorite aspect 
in your student life at PsuaD?

my favorite aspect is the campus 
life in general, whether you stay 
at the residence or not. there 
is always something to do here 
whether it is just hanging out 
with your friends, going to the 
gym, playing a round or 2 of 
billiards or just grabbing a bite 
to eat. these are what you can 
do on a daily basis and when we 
have events going on; it just gets 
so much better.

how excited are you about 
graduating this fall and what is 
your next step?

graduating is something that 
everyone looks forward to, 
including me, but i don’t know if 
i’m ready to leave yet. i’ve grown 
accustomed to my life here and i 
know that i won’t be leaving until 
graduation in Fall 2017 but i still 
can’t imagine being anywhere 
else. the future is still quite far 
away but hopefully, my next 
step after psuad is getting my 
master’s degree.

Where do you see yourself 
in 5 years?

it’s hard to say where i see 
myself in 5 years; you never 
know what will unfold from now 
till then. however, hopefully by 
then i would either be working in 
a company or running my own.

Why did you pick Paris-
sorbonne university 
abu Dhabi?

paris-sorbonne university is 
one of the most renowned and 
prestigious universities in the 
world. the top-notch education 
that a student receives at the 
sorbonne is unique experience 
that will enhance the students' 
knowledge and perspective in 
different fields forming a strong 
base for a prosperous and 
prominent career.

how did your academic journey 
at Paris-sorbonne university 
abu Dhabi shape your 
professional experience?

the experience at paris-
sorbonne university abu dhabi 
was remarkable. i received the 
best education and knowledge 
from the most renowned 
professors who have dedicated 
their time to enrich students 
with their knowledge, education 
and vest experience in their 
fields. this genuine atmosphere 
that is heart-felt at the sorbonne 
makes studying in this great 
university a unique experience, 
which has enriched my career in 
a positive way, by implementing 
the lessons and values we 
learned at paris- sorbonne.

how different was your 
postgraduate experience 
in comparison to you 
undergraduate one?

a person matures through post-
graduate studies implementing 
the lessons and values in his/
her career. the combination of 
mixing the career experience 
with the knowledge and 
education acquired through 
post-graduate studies makes it 
a remarkable experience. also 
students become more focused 
on their objectives and goals that 
they would like to achieve on a 
personal and professional level. 

What are you currently doing?

i’m an accomplished senior 
Civil engineer currently working 
at the parsons international 
limited abu dhabi branch; i 
possess a broad knowledge in 
managing mega projects in the 
fields of construction, design and 
development.

In what ways have you changed 
in comparison to 5 years ago?

i have gained more experience 
in the professional field working 
in different agencies; abu dhabi 
City municipality; on different 
international accredited 

Who is your role model, 
and why?

my parents are my role models, 
i know its cliché but it is true. 
my parents have worked so 
hard all their lives just so my 
brother and i could get a good 
education and live a relaxed life. 
they both sacrificed so much to 
make sure that we didn’t have 
to go through what they did and 
for that, i look up to them. i only 
hope that one day i’ll be able to 
do the same. 

What are your hobbies?

my hobbies are basically 
spending time with my friends, 
listening to music, roller skating, 
ice skating, reading (of course) 
and just having a good time in 
general i guess.

What are you currently 
reading?

i am currently reading Città di 
Carta, which is paper towns by 
John green but in italian.

What is your favorite social 
media platform, and why?

that’s easy, whatsapp! it’s my 
favorite because it’s the easiest 
way to talk to my friends and 
family.

What would you advise the new 
students in Paris-sorbonne?

i would advise the new students 
to have a good time, make 
friends, enjoy every moment. 
there will always be time to 
study and that’s important but 
you shouldn’t forget to enjoy 
the time you have here. i’ve 
been told that these are the 
best years of our lives and we 
should make sure they’re worth 
remembering.

Reward’s programs, such as 
the Blue Flag Certificate for 
the Beaches and the green 
Flag award for the parks, 
putting abu dhabi City on the 
international map of these 
awards. Furthermore i have 
gained a lot of maturity making 
me focused on achieving my 
goals and objectives in my career 
and personal life.

What do you do in your 
spare time?

i love art. so i spend my free 
time painting and getting lost in 
the mysterious world of colors. 
i'm focusing on abstract art 
as i feel it reflects a person's 
feeling and inner-state. i also 
like traveling to new countries 
and exploring new cultures, as 
traveling creates liaison between 
different cultures making it a 
beautiful experience. 

What are your thoughts 
on social media?

social media has allowed an 
easier means of communication 
and transfer of knowledge 
across the globe. it has 
shortened distances and 
allowed to build bridges 
between different cultures and 
civilizations.

Based on personal experience, 
what tips do you have for 
postgraduate students in Paris-
sorbonne?

try to gain as much knowledge 
and education that is definitely 
an enriching experience in your 
lives and in your future career. 
Cherish the values that you 
will gain at paris-sorbonne 
for they will enhance your life 
and your career in the future 
making paris-sorbonne a truly 
unforgettable and remarkable 
experience.

Nathaile Daou,19
lebanese, living in the uae
lea, l2

Dima tarazi, 34
american / Palestinian, living in the uae
urban and Regional Planning, 2011
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hashima island has been added to the list of uNescO 
World heritage sites for its historical value based 
on its industrial heritage in 2015, as a component of 
"sites of Japan’s Meiji Industrial Revolution: Iron and 
steel, shipbuilding and coal Mining (Japan)."

WORlD heRItage sIte aND the 
MODel OF the "DeaD cIty" IN 
skyFall

hashima is also known by its nickname 
“gunkanjima” (Battleship island) due to its 
unique silhouette. 

this island has been added to the list 
of unesCo world heritage sites for its 
historical value based on its industrial 
heritage in 2015, as a component of "sites of 
Japan’s meiji industrial Revolution: iron and 
steel, shipbuilding and Coal mining (Japan)."

it has also been getting world-wide attention 
as it was the model for the “dead City” in the 
James Bond movie “skyfall” (2013). 
"attack on titan" (2015) also filmed on this 
island. 

gunkanjima flourished as a coal mining 
community since 1890. in 1974 when 
the coal mine closed, the island became 
completely deserted. today, boat tours are 
offered to visit hashima.

hashIMa IN the MeDIa

the 1949 Japanese film midori naki shima 
(the greenless island) was shot on hashima 
island.

the Japanese rock band B'z used the island 
as the location for the filming of the music 
video for their 2009 single "my lonely town" 
and also shot photos for the Cd cover and 
packaging there.

the island featured in a 2009 episode of 
history Channel's life after people.

in the 2012 James Bond film skyfall, the 
island served as an inspiration for the lair of 
villain Raoul silva. although exterior footage 
of the island is featured, no scenes were 
filmed on the island itself. exterior sets of the 
island were recreated using a combination 
of Computer generated images and practical 
effects at pinewood studios in great Britain.

the 2013 thai horror movie project hashima 
depicts five college students who visit 
hashima island for filming.

the island is also one of the settings for a 
series of upcoming live-action Japanese films 
based on the manga attack on titan.

on december 19, 2014 the island was 
featured in Japanese-american music artist 
nano's (ナノ) song "Rock on" for the entire 
music video. 
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the distinctive white face, red lips 
and elaborately decorated hairstyle 
of the geisha is an enduring image 
portrayed throughout the globe as the 
entrance to a world to which most of 
us mere mortals are not invited

MeIJI PeRIOD

the meiji period (明治時代 meiji-
jidai), also known as the meiji era, is 
a Japanese era which extended from 
september 8, 1868 through July 30, 
1912.[1] this period represents the first 
half of the empire of Japan during which 
Japanese society moved from being an 
isolated feudal society to its modern 
form. Fundamental changes affected 
its social structure, internal politics, 
economy, military, and foreign relations. 
the period corresponded with the reign 
of emperor meiji after 1868, and lasted 
until his death in 1912. it was succeeded 
by the taisho period upon the accession 
of emperor taisho to the throne.

the cultuRe OF JaPaN

the culture of Japan has evolved 
greatly over the millennia, from the 
country's	prehistoric	Jōmon	period,	to	
its contemporary hybrid culture, which 
combines influences from asia, europe, 
and north america. the inhabitants 
of Japan experienced a long period 
of relative isolation from the outside 
world during the tokugawa shogunate 
afterJapanese missions to imperial 
China, until the arrival of "the Black 
ships" and the meiji period.

i can’t talk about the Japanese culture 
and not mention the world of the 
geisha. the distinctive white face, red 
lips and elaborately decorated hairstyle 
of the geisha is an enduring image 
portrayed throughout the globe as the 
entrance to a world to which most of 
us mere mortals are not invited. From 
somewhat seedy beginnings, the current 
world of the geisha remains a mystery 
to most foreigners and Japanese alike.

JaPaNese FOOD: a WhOle lOt 
MORe thaN Just sushI!

when it comes to food, the Japanese 
are among the most enthusiastic and 
passionate of any race. ask any Japanese 
person about a recent trip within Japan 
and the conversation almost always 
includes talk of the local food. in fact, for 
many Japanese travelling outside of their 
hometowns, food is often one of the 
primary motivators for travelling.

For this reason many towns and cities 
in Japan are known first and foremost 
for their local speciality, whether it be a 
type of sweet, fish, noodle, seaweed or 
tofu etc. such is the Japanese passion 
for food that you can turn on your tV at 
almost any time of the day or night and 
almost undoubtedly catch a show about 
food.   

Careful preparation and meticulous 
presentation are crucial elements of 
Japanese cuisine. Food is an art form 
and even the simplest dishes are often 
prepared by chefs who have trained for 
many years.

Portuguese black ship in Nagasaki

Sukiyaki, a Japanese dish that is prepared and served in the nabemono (Japanese hot pot)
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•	 Chess
•	 Bellydance
•	 Paddleboard
•	 Golf
•	 Bowling
•	 Squash
•	 Crossfit
•	 Capoeira
•	 Natation	Zoomers	
•	 Badminton
•	 Table	Tennis
•	 Breakdance
•	 Hip	Hop
•	 Zumba
•	 Escalade	bouldering
•	 Beach	volley
•	 Basketball
•	 Tennis
•	 Fitness
•	 Muay	thai
•	 Football
•	 Touch	Rugby
•	 And	much	more

sPORts actIVItIes 
2015 - 2016

Register now for the international 
tournament euro - Roma 2015
Football - Basket - tennis - Volleyball!
in Rome (italy), 12th - 15th of 
november 2015

more info at sorbonne.ae
sports@psuad.ac.ae
tel: +971 2 656 9172
sports department: office 2.023

sports 
activities

sports 
departmemt

important 
dates
schedule of the events 
for the academic year 2015-2016

07 November 
psuad tennis tournament/tBC

12 - 15 November 
international tournament – 
‘euRoRoma’

11 - 12 December  
weekend climbing (outdoors)

Paris-sorbonne university abu Dhabi 
places sport on the centre stage, as sport 
is important and well recognised for its 
physical, mental, and social benefits. Nearly 
20 sporting activities are offered through 
dedicated structures. the university offers 
students several opportunities for discovery 
and development while participating in 
events and championships with local and 
regional universities.

students have the option to choose whether 
or not to integrate sports as part of their 
curriculum to earn a qualification (depending 
on their major and on the activity).
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01 
CHARLEmAgNE Et mAHOmEt EN ESPAgNE: 
VIIIE-IXE SIèCLES 
gallimard, 2015
author: philippe sénac, teacher at paris-
sorbonne iV of medieval history who came 
to paris-sorbonne university abu dhabi as a 
missionary.
call No. 946.02 sen

the book deals with relations between the 
Carolingian empire and the muslims of spain in 
what would become al-andalus between the 
8th and 9th centuries – a period of peace and 
trade before the crusades and the reconquista.

02
LE DICtIONNAIRE DES mObILIERS 
Et DES ObJEtS D’ARt: Du mOyEN-AgE Au 
XXE SIèCLE
Paris, ed. le Robert, 2011
author: lovreglio, anne, lovreglio aurélia
call No. 749.03 loV

a complete panorama of French furniture 
through the ages.

03 

gIVE AND tAkE: WHy HELPINg OtHERS 
DRIVES OuR SuCCESS
Penguin, 2014
author: adam grant
call No. 650.13 gRa

give and take highlights what effective 
networking, collaboration, influence, 
negotiation, and leadership skills have in 
common. this landmark book opens up an 
approach to success that has the power to 
transform not just individuals and groups, but 
entire organizations and communities.

the psuad library has a collection of more than 100,000 
printed books and more than 200,000 e-books. the library 
furthermore subscribes to a large number of electronic 
databases, which enable access to thousands of full text 
journal articles and reports. the library also has study facilities 
for about 400 students at a time, and more than 40 computers 
for accessing the library resources, email and the internet.

during the academic semesters the library is open from 
8:30am to 10:00pm on sunday to wednesday, 8:30am to 
5:30pm on thursdays and 9:00am to 5:00pm on saturdays.

selections from our recent acquisitions:

For more information, please contact 
library@psuad.ac.ae
happy Reading!
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05
95% of people text 
things they could 
never say in person

06
the first alarm 
clock could only 
ring at 4.00am

01
october 
is not mentioned 
in any shakespeare 
play or sonnet

02
France has won 
more nobel prizes for 
literature than any other 
country in the world

03
a single phrase or 
sentence in the english 
language that contains 
all the letters of the 
alphabet is: “the quick 
brown fox jumps over 
the lazy dog”

04
“Facebook addiction 
disorder” is a mental 
disorder identified by 
psychologists
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What is the student 
counselling service?

the psuad Counselling Center 
provides guidance and support to 
you, your friends and the campus 
community to help manage any 
personal issues and to assist you 
develop the skills and confidence 
to function more independently.

2322

the cOuNsellINg 
ceNteR caN helP:

•	manage your relationships with 
family, teachers and peers

•	manage issues of concern
•	 provide course and career guidance
•	offer information and referrals to 

other support agencies
•	 provide support to encourage 

attendance and improve your learning

Counsellors provide support by offering 
to talk with others on your behalf, for 
example with teachers, friends or parents. 
You need to give permission for this to 
happen and decide with the counsellor 
whether or not you should be present. You 
will be able to check and agree any written 
notes that should be distributed to 
your teachers.

MakINg aN aPPOINtMeNt 
WIth a cOuNsellOR

student counsellors devote time each 
day to counselling and providing support 
to individuals and groups of students. if 
you wish to discuss an issue, you can go 
directly to the counsellor who will speak to 
you briefly before making an appointment 
at a time that suits you.

small groups of students may also wish 
to make an appointment about an issue 
concerning all members. however, it is 
your responsibility to decide whether you 
attend the appointment.

the PsuaD stuDeNt 
cOuNsellINg teaM

student counsellors at psuad are 
professional counsellors who are 
licensed by the health authority of 
abu dhabi (haad) and are working 
with the american Center for psychiatry 
and neurology (aCpn).

cOuNsellINg ROOM

student counsellors are located at the 
psuad Clinic on the ground Floor next to 
the lunch area. Feel free to visit them at 
any time.



Follow paris-sorbonne 
university abu dhabi on social 
media for the latest updates 
and to share your experiences.
sorbonneaD

sorbonne.ae

FOllOW 
us


